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ROBERT

L.

SMITH

The retention factor associated with
lyrical language is one reason why many
teachers have students writing verses as
well as listening to them in a variety of
content areas. Unfortunately, teachers
are rarely able to create the kinds of
instructional songs children encounter
during Sesame Street or other elaborate
productions. However, by turning the
business of song creation over to students, teachers facilitate learning
through the ancient techniques and
unleash the power of imagination at the
same time.
As was true for Homer and others
who create lyrics, knowing traditional
patterns is helpful for student verse writers. Therefore, melodies students already
know can be employed in the classroom
to stimulate student writing. I call the
process of putting new lyrics to existing
melodies recycling tunes. In the tradition
of Bobbie Burns and other European lyricists, early Americans recycled good
tunes. ·For example, The Star Spangled
Banner is set to the tune of an English
pub tune. Americans have composed
many sets of verses to the tune of Yankee
Doodle Dandy, as well as other tunes less
remembered today such as Derry Down.
Only in the age of copyrights have good
tunes been used once and discarded after
a few weeks "on the charts." While teachers need to be careful about infringing
upon music makers' rights, new verses to
public domain material are an option for
everyone, and many musicians as well as
teachers regard take-offs as compliments.

Imagination and the
Recycling of Tunes
Because music has always been an
important part of my life, I listen with
extra attentiveness when college students in my reading and writing methods
courses bring up use of song as a learning strategy. For instance, one student
wrote,
I think back, once again, to my
own learning experiences and
remember that I learned how to
count not from my kindergarten
teacher but from Grover on
Sesame Street. I did not learn what
a conjunction was from a seventh
grade grammar book, but from
ABC's Schoolhoy,se Rock which
made up catchy songs that reiterated the rules of grammar. I can still
sing these songs almost 20 years
later and use them when I need to
do grammar.
Students and I often end up discussing
the days of Homer when lyrical language
was the dominant mode of cultural transmission and rhythm, rhyme and imagery
were some of the primary tools for
remembering (Egan, 1987, 1988). Homer
used meter and rhyme as well as other
patterns to "stitch togettier" and later
recall poems of 28,000 lines; his literature
was so enchanting that people's minds
were said to be emotionally resonating
with cultural messages (Egan, 1987).
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In this issue I am pleased to continue
pursuing the use of lyrical language to
promote reading by commissioning a
popular Michigan songwriter and performer to create lyrics specifically for the
students of MRA members. Since other
teachers have expressed interest in using
music to teach literacy, I wanted to print
something to remind everyone how easy
the song recycling process is: ( 1) Pick a
tune your students like; (2) Help students
decide on a theme to write about; and
(3) Work with students on finding the
exact words to fit the rhythm of the recycled tune. To inspire those who have not
yet attempted such a task with students,
songwriter Carol Johnson has composed some new verses to a well-known
song. Her creation, simply called
"Imagination," is found on pages 16-17,
complete with guitar chords.
Carol Johnson has been a musician
and composer since the 1970s. She began
playing the guitar at the age of 12 and
also performs on piano. Carol lived in
Nashville for a few years performing in
clubs and establishing her music before
settling in Grand Rapids to raise her family. Her daughter, Shalom, sings in concert with her mother about once a month
and has recorded with her from an early
age.
Of Carol's six albums, three are
specifically intended for children and
three for a broader age range. Carol's
recent work is inspirational in nature.
Carol's spiritual side can be viewed not
only in her inspirational music but also
via her trip to Russia. She spent two
weeks visiting places where, until recently, no Americans have been allowed and
helping to build support networks
between the American and the Russian
peoples. She was present at the Red
Square on July 4, 1992, when a 75-year

Teachers-expert at recycling in their
classrooms everything from coffee cans
to paper towel tubes, from egg cartons to
L' egg containers, from wallpaper to you
name it-have been reusing tunes all
along. In the 1970s and 80s, my middle
school students would write new words
to El Condor Pasa (I'd rather be a __
than a __ .) as well as other songs. My
brother Dan's elementary students did
take-offs such as "There must be fifty
ways to lose your homework" (Leave it
on the bus-Gus!). Many other teachers
use this instructional strategy with many
other songs at every grade level.
In the fall issue of the Michigan
Reading Journal, teachers Marlene
Bruno and Tiyi Schippers published articles about how they integrate language
arts and music in the classroom. Some of
the time these teachers reuse familiar
tunes and sometimes students create
new ones. Sue Olenoski's piece in the
October 1992 issue of The Reading
Teacher on using jump rope rhymes to
teach beginning reading skills parallels
the ways that both Bruno and Schippers
described using the rhymes and songs of
their communities to bring children into
literacy. Olenoski reports that after
beginning readers had become somewhat
familiar with a jump rope rhyme printed
on poster paper, she would cover up certain words. Students were then encouraged to predict not only what the word
was but also what letters began the word,
and, later, what letters end the word.
Olenoski's students then were involved in
writing jump rope rhymes in the same
way that Bruno's and Schipper's youngsters composed verses and constructed
books. For those interested in integrating
rhythm and rhyme with reading and writing, I urge you to consult both the IRA
and the MRA periodicals for details.
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monopoly of militaristic and nationalistic
music was ended by a performance of
music for the sake of music! A song
resulted from her experience of joining in
music with Russians on the Red Square, a
beautiful story about enemies who never
really were enemies.
Carol generally writes her tunes and
lyrics simultaneously. She even does
some of her composing while driving
across Michigan to elementary schools to
perform her "Music with a Message" program. This composing process works for
her because once she has the lyrics in her
head, the melody later comes right back
to her along with the lyrics.
Although Shalom said that she used
music at Michigan State University to
help memorize information for examinations, her mother does not claim to know
how to apply her music in the classroom.
Carol leaves it up to teachers to decide
how songs fit into the curriculum.
Elementary teachers say that her "music
with a message" which includes songssuch as Let the Little Creatures Be, I
Like the Age I Am, and Junk Food Cardoes indeed fit into their schools' curriculums in many ways. It is remarkable
that a single singing of these and other
fine songs leads to students retaining
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both concepts and specific lyrics.
MRA salutes Carol for her work to
inspire and educate children and adults
through song. The theme of her most
recent artistic endeavor, imagination,
connects with the heart of language education. Children have imagination and so
do teachers-you don't have to be a professional songwriter to learn by using
your imagination. If you can't think of a
new tune, express yourself to a recycled
one. All kinds of things can be learned by
uncovering your own thoughts and feelings (Egan, 1987). I hope that you enjoy
using Carol Johnson's musical number in
your classroom; but more than that, I
hope you and your students write some
imaginative recycled songs soon.
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